ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Particle detectors are essentially required for experimental investigations of radioactivity, nuclear interacttions, particle physics and cosmic rays. A solid state nuclear track detector (SSNTD) [1] [2] [3] [4] is a sample of a plastic, glass or crystal capable of preserving the damage of a penetrating radiation, especially a charged particle. This damage or latent tracks show preferential etching compared to the undamaged material [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Diameter, length and shape of the etched track carry information about energy, charge, mass and incident angle of the detected particle. Due to advantages of simplicity, low cost and sturdy construction of such detectors, this technique is quite common in developing countries and being used in various areas of research and industry like radiation dosimetery, studies of nuclear reactions and exploration of uranium etc. In a way, the knowledge about nuclear track formation is useful in nuclear waste immobilization [10, 11] and ion implantation in semiconductors [12] .
First SSNTDs based group was established by Dr. H. A. Khan at Nuclear Engineering Division of PINSTECH, Islamabad in 1974. Name of the group was SSNTDs Laboratory, PINSTECH. This group established facilities nuclear research, development and applications and applied this technique in various fields of science and technology. Details will be given in the next section. After that, this research field extended to different universities and research centers of Pakistan through collaboration with SSNTDs Laboratory, PINSTECH or independent efforts. This paper describes the development of this research activity in Pakistan and highlights of selected results. 
SSNTDs Laboratories
There are a number of laboratories in Pakistan equipped with functional facilities of chemical etching of nuclear track detectors and microscopy of nuclear tracks. Laboratories which have actively published their research in international journals include Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology (PINSTECH) Laboratory, Islamabad, Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences (PIEAS) Laboratory, Islamabad, Gomal University Laboratory, D. I. Khan, CIIT Laboratory, Islamabad, Quaid-i-Azam University Laboratory, Islamabad, UET laboratory, Lahore and GCU Laboratory, Lahore. There are other universities which only use SSNTDs laboratories for the purpose of teaching and student research projects at Bachelor's and Master's degrees.
Research Areas and Highlights

Nuclear Track Methodology
Nuclear Track Formation
A latent charged particle track may be divided in to two zones, central core zone and outer shell (OS), shown in Figure 2 . Fast electrons carry energy out of the core zone immediately after passage of the incident particle. Incident particle and secondary electrons (δ-rays) produce Auger electrons which play an important role in producing the damage in the latent track. Due to their low energy, Auger electrons form localized spikes which serve as nucleation centres for extended defects in the latent tracks. These extended are supposed to show excessive preferential chemical etching due to severely broken molecular structure of the target material. Number density of Auger decays is . value of  for a track detector will mean higher detection sensitivity. The word "defect" here can be understood as the presence of an atom at non-equilibrium position in a perfect structure with atoms at equilibrium positions whereas extended defect is a bigger structure composed of multiple such point defects. Radial and axial rates of track etching yield some of the important information about track forming particles. The appropriate identification or almost complete characterization of track forming particles is only possible if a valid calibra-targets are in Table 1 . Higher value of cone angle for Sodalime Glass (2.56˚) compared with that of CR-39 (1.66˚) supports the observation that trajectories are more skewed in it.
tion is available. Generally, the calibration for charged particle identification in track detection method is between restricted energy loss (REL) of particle in the detector and the reduced etch rate or track to bulk etch rate ratio. It is discussed why track detectors (e.g., CR-39 and CN-85), composed of oxygen or lighter elements, are highly sensitive and efficient compared with those (e.g., glass and mica), partly or fully composed of elements heavier than oxygen. Weak scattering (or angular deflecttion) of incident particles by light target atoms (oxygen and lighter) in track detectors (e.g., CR-39 and CN-85) do not deviate incident particles from their straight paths while these target atoms recoil considerably in the target damaging structure of the detector. Heavy atoms in some other track detectors (like Si in glass) scatter or deflect incident particles through a wide angle deviating them from their straight paths while target atoms themselves recoil weakly in the target producing less damage than the case of CR-39. TRIM and channelling simulations of passage of 2 MeV protons through selected targets are presented to demonstrate these conceptions about nuclear track formation. Skewness represents the left-right symmetry of a statistical distribution and can have 0, negative or positive value. Values of skewness, kurtosis and skewness/range are given in Table 2 . The negative skew in the longitudinal range means that the distribution is asymmetric to the left, i.e. the tail extends towards range values that are shorter than the most probable value.
Chemical Etching of Latent Particle Tracks
Chemical etching is the essential procedure in nuclear track detection and its applications in nanofabrication. Chemical etching of nuclear tracks involves chemical processes and need to be studied both experimentally and theoretically [13] . A considerable amount of work was done on etching optimization of CR-39 by the PIEAS group lead by Matiullah [14, 15] . The same procedure was also investigated by PINSTECH group. Their main focus was on properties and effects of etch products in etchants [16] [17] [18] . A latent track can be divided into three volumetric regions along the radial direction. Central cylindrical core has high porosity due to evaporation of free or loosely bound atoms in the broken molecular structure and coulomb explosion. Shell 1 surrounds the central core and contains compressed material due to coulomb displacement or thermal movement of atoms into it from central core producing high energy bonds between atoms. Shell 2 has the same atomic density as bulk material and contains a significantly lower defect density compared with central core and shell 1. The surface-cap segment of the central core of the track becomes chemically different from its lower part and bulk material due to atomic transport between this segment and environment. Presence of high temperature and possibility of atomic transport between surface-cap segment and environment enhances the probability of formation of chemical phases with lower free energy compared with that of lower segment. The same thing will happen in surface-cap segment of shell 2 with lower intensity. Lower free energy material in surface-cap segment will have higher activation energy of etching compared with the centre and bottom of the latent track leading to reduced track etch rate near the surface causing the etch induction time. Another reason for reduction of track etch rate near the surface is absence of pit at the start of etching. Figure 3 is a plot between EIT and Z/β. The Z/β value for the heavy fragment Ba was used in Figure 3 . This plot is a calibration curve, which can be used to classify particles on the basis of Z/β in CR-39 detector.
The shorter penetration depths are associated with protons that have suffered wide angle scattering in the target. The magnitude of the skewness gives a measure of wide angle scattering of protons in the target. The skewness per unit range in Sodalime Glass is 67% higher than that in CR-39. The kurtosis values indicate the extent of deviation of proton range distribution from Gaussian distribution (with a value 3.0 for the standard Gaussian distribution). Longitudinal, lateral and radial ranges with corresponding straggles of 2 MeV protons in CR-39 and Sodalime Glass targets are given in Table 2 . The angle of the three dimensional cone containing twenty thousand 2 MeV protons implanted into two targets Values of cone angle  for CR-39 and Sodalime Glass [20] .
Related published data [19, 20] is also included in the plot. This is a simple and inexpensive method for identification of particles in composite radiations like cosmic rays. This method can be used in charged particle identification when the effect of etching conditions on EIT is excluded by keeping etching conditions precisely same for tracks of both known and unknown particles.
Precisely controlled and reproducible etching of nuclear tracks at a micrometer scale and below is a requirement that can extend the use of nuclear track detection technique in diverse traditional technologies. It can be effectively useful in fabrication of nanotechnology if we find a way of precisely controlled etching of core of the latent track. Computation supported experiments are required in optimizing the etching procedure for such applications. Microscopic model for chemical etching of latent tracks is recently developed (Rana, 2010) which describe dependence of etchability of tracks on basic observable parameters. Dependence of reduced etch rate or V-function on etching conditions, non-quantified stirring during etching and aging effects of etching agent are discussed. Trustworthy predictions of etched track parameters are possible by discovering a new parameter similar to reduced etch rate but showing negligible dependence on etching conditions. A proposal of such a parameter is made here.
Annealing of Latent Particle Tracks
A number of environmental factors affect the formation and stability of etchable tracks in SSNTDs. Among environmental factors, temperature is the most significant because low temperature can decrease the diffusion of displaced atoms in the vicinity of particle tracks whereas higher temperature can increase their diffusion causing partial repair of the radiation damage. In many experiments (e.g. cosmic ray experiments), particle tracks undergo thermal fading due to elevated temperatures which can affect the observed charge and energy spectra of particles. Study of thermal effects on nuclear tracks is very important in view of rapidly increasing practical applications of etched track detectors in different scientific fields including thermal history of earth crust. Study of this process can also give us an insight into the track formation mechanism as it is the reciprocal of track fading process. Annealing Twenty five samples of CR-39, each of (2 × 2) cm 2 area, were irradiated with fission fragments of 252 Cf. Irradiation was done in air using 2 geometry. These irradiated detectors were annealed in a temperature-controlled oven for different time intervals (5 to 30 min.) and temperatures (373 to 448 K). Variation in annealing temperature was not more than 1 K. For each of the four different temperatures (373, 398, 423 and 448 K), six exposed detectors were annealed for time intervals, 5 to 30 minutes. One detector was exposed but not annealed in order to compare its results with the results of annealed detectors. Tracks of fission fragments were observed after etching these detectors in 6N NaOH at (70˚C  1˚C) for 35 minutes. Each detector was observed to contain nearly 150 tracks of fission fragments. Lengths of all the tracks were measured and the mean value of 15 longest tracks was used in the calculation. This was done to reduce the effect of broad spectrum of fission fragments so that annealing effect can be studied precisely. Details were given elsewhere [21] [22] [23] .
Later on a mathematical formula is derived for annealing of radiation induced damage in solids starting with the empirical equation having a form of the Arrhenius equation [24] . This formula is transformed into a practical relationship in the usable form to fit the experimental track annealing data by making use of a relationship between fractional defect density in the latent track and etched track length. Calculated lengths of fission fragment tracks in annealed CR-39 based on the proposed model are compared with corresponding experimental measurements (our previously published results). Physical meanings of parameters involved in the proposed model are given with appropriate theoretical explanation guided by analysis based on the model fit on track annealing measurements. The results in this paper are useful for a wide spectrum of researchers including cosmic-rays physicists, geologists, nuclear track methodologists and semiconductor/accelerator physicists using ions implantation for doping semiconductors and materials modifications. The final formulation of the model is given,
Model-fit analysis of the parameters of the proposed model has made clear that E a (activation energy of annealing) and o (characteristic annealing time) show weak dependence on annealing temperature while the dimensionless parameter β shows strong nonlinear dependence on annealing temperature. The significance of the parameter β for variable temperature annealing of nuclear tracks is discussed. Future extension of this work might be the investigation of the dependence of the parameter β on properties of detector or target materials and track forming particles. Figure 4 shows the quality of fit between experiments and proposed model. 
Nuclear Interactions
Nuclear Fission and Fragmentation
Even after extensive investigations for decades, a unified view about structure of nucleus is still lacked. As nuclear track detectors offer a unique opportunity to study the heavy ion interactions like fission and fragmentation, the behaviour and decay channels of highly excited heavy projectile and target nuclei have been studied. Several investigations were carried out regarding structure and dynamicity of heavy nuclei at PINSTECH using SSNTDs. A number of nuclear reactions were studied using SSNTDs. A few representative examples [25] [26] [27] are discussed here in a bit detail to convey the research theme. In one investigation, Khan et al. [25] studied the heavy ion interactions of (14.0 MeV/u) Pb + Au using two threshold detectors, mica and CN-85. Target-detectors assemblies were exposed to a beam of 14.0 MeV/u Pb ions with the fluence of 1.5 × 10 6 cm 2 at GSI, Darmstadt, Germany. They have shown interesting results of partial cross sections of different multiplicities of reaction products. These results are plotted in Figure 5 [25] which shows that a significant number of intermediate mass fragments were produced along with the heavy fragments. In a similar investigation, Shahzad et al. [26] have found the evidence of sequential fission has been found in the heavy-ion reaction (16.7 MeV/u) 238 U + nat Au using muscovite mica placed in a 2π-geometry [26] . They also investigated the emission of light reactions products in these reactions. Qureshi et al. [28] (1988) reported a two step reaction mechanism of a four-fragment exit channel of interactions of 1050 MeV 84 Kr projectiles with natural uranium targets.
A different but similar way of investigating the nucleus structure is the measurement of fragmentation cross sections of nuclei interacting at relativistic energies. A number of investigations have been carried out in last 10 years by PINSTECH group independently or in collaboration with Bologna University group to understand fragmentation behaviour of relativistic nuclei on different targets [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Two representative investigations one related to calibration of CR-39 detectors for identification of fragments and other about fragmentation cross sections of relativistic Pb projectiles are briefly described to highlight the theme of these investigations. Target detector assemblies employing CR-39 Track Detectors with Cu and CR-39 targets were exposed to 158 A GeV Pb projectiles at the CERN-SPS experimental facility. The exposure of stack was performed at normal incidence with a fluence of about 1500 ions/cm 2 . For the OPEN ACCESS stack with the Cu target, the lengths of etched cones on one face of the CR-39 detectors (before and after the target) were measured. Using these measurements and charge identification methodology in CR-39 track detectors, total and partial charge changing cross sections of 158 A GeV Pb projectiles on Cu and CR-39 targets are determined in the charge region 63 ≤ Z ≤ 82. The possibilities of presence and absence of odd-even effect in measured partial charge changing cross sections of 158 A GeV Pb ions for Cu and CR-39 targets are described. The charge resolution ( Z ) achieved in the present experiment is ~0.18e -0.21e. Recent representative results are shown in Figure  6 . This figure shows the measured partial chargechanging cross sections along with uncertainties for 158 A GeV Pb ions in Cu and CR-39 targets are shown. Published partial charge-changing cross sections [31, 39] for identical reactions are also shown. Our previous results of partial charge-changing cross sections of 158 A GeV Pb ions in Cu are more systematic compared with the case of CR-39 target, which is a compound target [30] .
It should also be noticed that incident beam for Cu target was more pure Pb ion beam compared with that for CR-39. Errors in charge-changing cross sections for Cu target are between 3% and 18% for proton pickup whereas for CR-39 target they are between 3% and 22%. Our analysis [30] showed that there can be two possibilities about fragmentation of a highly excited nucleus. In one case, fragmentation products depend on magnitude of excitation energy whereas in other when it depends on both magnitude and nature of excitation. The second possibility is true in case of fragmentation of fullerene(s) [40] . Fullerene is a cluster of atoms whereas nucleus is a cluster of nucleons. Although bonding nature of constituents of nucleus and fullerene is completely different, fragmentation of these two objects might have similarities. It is difficult to understand nature of excitation of a highly excited nucleus due to involvement of a large number of internal degrees of freedom, even some of them are not well-understood yet [41] . Dotted vertical lines are drawn in Figure 6 for even values of ΔZ to make clear the presence or absence of odd-even effect. Our results show that structure of odd-even effect in fragmentation charge-change spectrum is quite complex and is observed in our results partly as only Z-evenness was measurable in our experiments. So our experiments were only able to observe one degree of freedom of a 2-fold (proton and neutron numbers) complex structure [42] . For values ΔZ = 9, 10 and 11, clear opposite trend for odd-even effect is observed for our measurements of copper and CR-39 targets.
Antiproton Induced Reactions
PINSTECH group was the first to show antiproton tracks in track detectors CR-39 [43] . We also measured light particles produced after annihilation of antiprotons in light nuclei (H, C and O) [44] . For this investigation, CR-39 detectors were exposed to 5.9 MeV antiprotons at CERN. After exposure, the detectors were etched in 6N NaOH solution at 70˚C. Antiproton tracks were revealed after 135 minutes of etching and their further growth was studied as a function of etching time. Antiproton track diameter and track density were measured after each of several etching steps leading to the total etching time of 290 minutes. Figure 7 shows the SEM of the antiproton tracks in CR-39 whereas bottom plot shows the mean track diameter as a function of etching time. The timeintercept in this plot is defined as the etch induction time (EIT). The value of etch induction time for 5.9 MeV antiprotons in CR-39 under above mentioned etching condition is determined to be 85 minutes. protons with constituents of CR-39 detector. Other cause of track density decrease with etching is the removal of large angle (with normal to CR-39) tracks formed by particles produced after annihilation of antiprotons in target nuclei in CR-39 near the end of antiproton range. Our limited experimental observations of antiproton tracks in CR-39 suggest that tracks of antiparticles (annihilated near the end of their range) are similar to those of particles with the difference that tracks of other particles formed after annihilation of antiparticles in the nuclei in target material will be present. For 5.9 MeV antiprotons beam, stairs-type design of the stack, as shown in Figure  9 , would have been very useful. It was easy to extract much more information about antiproton tracks using Figure 9 . A staircase-type design for studies of characteristics of antiproton tracks and antiproton annihilation in target nuclei. A stack of moderator thin layers (like mylar films) with variable length is used to get spectrum of antiproton energies at the detector or target surface. this design as it was possible to observe tracks of antiprotons with a range of energies etched under the same conditions. This type of design is also useful to study annihilation of antiprotons in a target by depositing/ placing it between moderator and track detector assembly shown in Figure 9 .
Pion Induced Nuclear Reactions
A number of investigations were carried out on fission induced by pions of distinctive energies (80, 100, 500, 672, 1068 and 1665 MeV) in different targets from Fe to U, for example [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Exposures were made at Brookhaven National Laboratory, US. Exposure details are given in Figure 10 . It is now well established that real or virtual pi mesons play an important role in several nuclear transformations or reactions induced by strong nuclear force, especially at low and intermediate energies [52, 53] . Khan et al. [45] started pion induced fission related research in Pakistan (in collaboration with University of Colorado, USA) with the fission studies of natural uranium induced by 80 and 100 MeV positive and negative pions using SSNTDs. Later on, pion induced reactions in several targets including Ta, Eu, Sn, Zr, Cu, Au and Bi were studied Khan et al. [46] . Explanatory details of these studies are given Khan et al. [47] and Peterson et al. [48] . Yasin et al. [49] have compared experimentally measurements of negative pion induced fission cross sections of gold and bismuth targets in previous studies with corresponding calculations using the code CEM95 [54, 55] .
They have found good agreement between measurements and corresponding calculations. Major theme of delta resonance. In modeling of experimental results, a single parameterization was able to describe the pion induced fission for a wide range of projectile energy and target mass.
Nuclear Geology
Earthquake Prediction
Prediction of an earthquake has been a great challenge faced by the humanity. Difficulties in earthquake predicttion arise from a number of parameters involved with very high levels of uncertainties in relating intensities of poorly understood processes going on very deep from the earth's surface in the mantle and rupture dynamics of earth's crust, especially along the fault lines. Only a set of phenomenal models can explain the origin and evolution earthquakes, and their precursors which are impor-tant in prediction of time, intensity and location of earthquake. One possible precursor of an earthquake is abnormally high and inconsistent emanation of radon resulted from the decay of natural uranium in earth's crust. This possibility was investigated by SSNTDs group at PINSTECH. The group conducted a set of ex-periments employing CR-39 and CN-85 detectors for monitoring the exhalation of radon at appropriate stations at a known distance from each other.
Track detectors were inside steel tubes which were at the bottom of a borehole about 50 cm deep from the earth's surface. Exposure period was from 24 hours to a few weeks, but more appropriate time of exposure was 24 hours after which old detectors were replaced by new ones. The experimental arrangement of monitoring the radon for earthquake prediction is shown in Figure 12 . Details of some experiments are given in a comprehendsive study about use of SSNTDs as a geological/geophysical tool which was conducted by Khan and Qureshi [57] . Leading results of this study are shown in Figure  13 . It was possible to correlate abnormal exhalation of radon with occurrence of earthquake with some uncertainties visible in the figure. Although the principle of the method adopted has a scientific basis, but a lot more work is required to bring in precision and reliability. Actually, huge efforts are needed to cover a considerable area with ongoing experiments for long time to observe the earthquake at investigated sites. A related requirement is to map the locations of geological faults required for site selection for sensitive and/or big structures like dams and reactors, especially nuclear reactors. Major concern about nuclear technology is safety. Safety failure can be disastrous. Earthquakes are a reality and are still an un-predictable to challenge the safety. Countries with nuclear technology have to consider earthquake factor in maintaining their nuclear technology, and related facilities and future plans [58] .
Fission Track Dating
Fission track dating (FDT) is a radiometric technique which makes use of analysis of fission fragment tracks in minerals. These tracks are due to fission fragments of uranium in minerals formed long back time in the history. This is a simple technique but has played a significant role in unraveling the thermal history of continental earth's crust. It also has an ability to shine light on other hidden geophysical, archeological, anthropological and cosmological facts [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Scientists at PINSTECH have developed extensive expertise in FDT. They employed FDT in investigating samples from various areas of Pakistan attempting to understand the overall geology of Pakistan [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] . Their studies are helpful in locating the areas as potential sources for various minerals. Paki- stan has a promising geological landscape for oil and gas reserves. The oil generation and maturity depends on thermal history of the landscape. The time-temperature window suitable for oil and gas generation can be determined using FDT of apatite. The possibility of exploration of oil and gas using FDT is under plan.
Environmental Radiations OPEN ACCESS
Personal and Environmental Radon
Dosimetry Use of SSNTDs for radon dosimetery is the most flourishing area around the globe over the past more than 20 years [70] . In Pakistan, there have been three main groups working on the use of SSNTDs for radon measurement by Jamil and colleagues [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] , Matiullah and colleagues [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] and Tufail and colleagues [84, 85] . These groups worked on measurement of radon, thoron and progenies and effective doses to different relevant communities around the Pakistan territory. They have done a great job in starting and developing a radon map of Pakistan which is useful in a number of applications. Due to limited resources and difficulties in access and maintaining experiment in remote areas, radon map is still far from completion. Active efforts are continued in this direction.
There a few types of SSNTDs based radon dosimeters in use. Most common of them are pen type dosimeter, box type dosimeter, KDC type dosimeter, bare type dosimeter and tube type dosimeter. Different dosimeters fit for radon measurement in different environments. One has to consider which type of dosimeter is suitable for a specific location and research motivation. Different dosimeters in use are sketched in Figure 14 . A standard method for installation of these dosimeters for radon monitoring of an ore sample in a laboratory is shown in Figure 15 . Relative performance of different dosimeters mentioned above has been discussed by Jamil et al. [74, 75] . Table 3 documents the inter-calibration factors for passive dosimeters based on CR-39 and CN-85 detectors. These calibrations are required for conversion of track densities in passive dosimeters into radon doses. 
Neutron Dosimetry
Neutrons are very important specie of particles involved in nuclear technology. Neutron dosimetery for individuals working on nuclear reactors is extremely important task. SSNTDs have shown a little success in neutron dosimetery as neutrons are not directly detectable by SSNTDs. Neutron detection by SSNTDs is possible only indirectly through measurement of recoil tracks. There are serious difficulties in revealing, identification and measurement of recoil tracks, especially below the surface. A number of attempts have been made by PINSTECH scientists to development neutron detection and measurement using SSNTDs [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . In recent investigations by Malik et al. [80] and Khan et al. [81] , they have developed experimental method for determination of neutron fluence using SSNTDs. CR-39 detectors were exposed to neutrons from the 14.0 MeV neutron generator at PINSTECH with fluences from 107 to 1010 n·cm −2
. Exposed detectors were etched for 10 min in 6 N NaOH at 70.0˚C ± 1.0˚C and the transmittance of UV radiation was measured using a spectrophotometer. This procedure was continued until a minimum of transmittance was reached. An exponential decrease of the transmittance was observed with respect to the increasing etching time interval in each neutron exposed detector. The observed linear relationship between the transmittance decay constant and neutron fluence can be used as a calibration for measuring the unknown fluence of 14.0 MeV neutrons [80, 81] .
Stable and Radionuclides in Drinking Water
and Other Environment A number of investigations have been carried out at PINSTECH aimed at determination of stable and radioanuclides in drinking water and other eatables, material particulates, quantification of industrial air pollutants using FDT, neutron activation and nuclear track microfilters [82] [83] [84] . Quantification of uranium in drinking water can be helpful for providing guidelines to the general public and necessary protective measures. Akram et al. [84] used FDT for the estimation of the uranium concentration in drinking water collected from natural springs of Muzaffarabad and hilly areas of Reshian, Azad Kashmir. In this study, uranium concentration in water samples from the Muzaffarabad and Reshian area varied from 0.03 ± 0.01 μg·L −1 to 6.67 ± 0.14 μg·L −1 which are less than the maximum permissible levels of 9 -30 μg·L −1
. In another recent investigation, Husaini et al. [85] studied ceramics, pulp/paper and textile/yarn effluxents to estimate the removal efficiency of the pollutants by the use of nuclear track membrane. Flux, temperature, applied pressure, flow rates, density, concentration of the effluents and their interrelationships were explained. It was demonstrated that the pollution parameters had been reduced in post filtration effluents.
Nanotechnology Related Studies
Nanotechnology is expected to create many new materials and devices with a wide range of novel applications in medicine, electronics and energy sectors. A set of recent extensive investigations by Fink et al. [86] , Apel et al. [87] and Spohr [88] have analyzed and explained the use of nuclear tracks in micro and nanofabrication. They have addressed the problems involved in this method, especially controlled etching of ion track nanopores. A new activity is started by Dr. S. Karim at PINSTECH which is making use of ion tracks for nanofabrication in collaboration with Institute of Material and Earth Science, Darmstadt University of Technology, Darmstadt, Germany, and GSI Materials Research Department, GSI Darmstadt, Germany. Karim et al. have started publishing their laboratory research [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] .
In a recent investigation, Karim et al. [89] have studied the diameter dependence of failure current density of gold nanowires. They have fabricated single nanowires with diameters ranging from 80 to 720 nm and length 30 µm in ion track-etched single-pore polycarbonate (Makrofol-N) membranes. The investigated the maximum current density keeping the wires embedded in the polymer matrix by ramping up the current until failure. The maximum current density increased with decrease in diameter of the nanowire and the wires with a diameter of 80 nm survived the current density of 1.2 × 10 12 A·m −2 before failure. The setup used for electrically contacting single wires in experiments by Karim et al. is shown in Figure 16 . Figure 17 shows the scanning electron microscopy image of freestanding gold nanowires after liberating from polycarbonate templates. This figure shows clear demonstration of the fact that the fabricated wires possessed the cylindrical shape with uniform diameter, and smooth and homogeneous contours along their complete length.
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS
Major nuclear tracks based international research
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OPEN ACCESS Figure 16 . Experimental setup used by Karim et al. [89] for measurement of failure current density of gold nanowires. U and I stands for voltage and current measurements. collaborations were made by the original SSNTDs Laboratory, PINSTECH. This laboratory was extended as Ra-diation Physics Division (RPD) of PINSTECH in 1992. A series of experiments using radio-chemistry and trackdetection techniques were carried out in collaboration with the Philipps University, Marburg, Germany. Experiments on interactions of relativistic Exposures of target-detector assemblies were made at Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) facility of CERN, Switzerland.
EXPERIENCE LESSONS, MERITS, DEMERITS AND CHALLENGES
There are several lessons from the success story of Pakistani research on nuclear tracks and their applications. Operation and maintenance of sophisticated electronics is quite difficult in developing and underdeveloped countries. So, radiation detection and measurement systems with sophisticated electronics as integrated parts are not suitable for broad use in developing countries. An appropriate combination of low cost nuclear track detection systems and sophisticated electronic systems can serve the needs in almost all fields ranging from active nuclear technology to just simple radiation measurements. Offline measurements and analysis is another parameter fit for developing countries. This feature provides the possibility to scientific community in developing countries for participation in international experiments (like facilities at CERN, Switzerland) and in other collaborations like MACRO and SLIM.
Studies related to SSNTDs and their applications are of multidisciplinary nature. The multidisciplinary feature along with low cost and simplicity of the technique make it especially suitable for student research projects at graduate and postgraduate levels in various departments at universities including Physics, Chemistry, Health Sciences and Geosciences. This possibility was exploited in a number of universities and colleges in Pakistan. Some of these universities and colleges were in small cities like Dera Ismail Khan and Multan. Similar developments have also been made some other Asian countries. This experience can be further employed in similar situations around the globe to provide the chance of participation in R & D to student and teaching communities in other developing countries.
Key merits of nuclear track detection include simple and small geometry, threshold for detection, low cost, single particle detection and temporal integration of radiation exposure. These features have specific uses. Due to temporal integration, these detectors offer special benefit in recording rare events like magnetic monopoles. SSNTDs need no online system, so experiments with these detectors can be setup in mountains or areas which are inaccessible for a part of the year due to extreme seasonal conditions. In the same way the detection threshold of track detectors can be utilized for the measurement of specific radiations in multi radiation environments. Nuclear technology and cosmic rays are examples of such environments. Demerits include lack of real time information of radiation exposure, dependence of charge and energy resolution of incident particles on etching procedure and conditions and poor understanding of formation of latent tracks and their chemical etching.
Defect structure of latent tracks and their chemical etching are challenges of fundamental importance in SSNTDS and their advanced understanding would help in further extension of their applications in different disciplines of science and technology. It should be investigated in a more general sense what controls nuclear track formation in solids. It would help in development of more efficient radiation discriminatory detectors usable in nuclear technology, cosmic-rays, geosciences and environmental radiation monitoring. Precisely controlled and reproducible etching of nuclear tracks at a micrometer scale and below is a requirement that can extend the use of nuclear track detection technique in diverse traditional technologies. It can be effectively useful in fabriccation of nanotechnology if we find a way of precisely controlled etching of core of the latent track. Computation supported experiments are required in optimizing the etching procedure for such applications. The field of SSNTDs needs to be extended in challenging activities of earthquake prediction and oil exploration.
CONTINUING PROJECTS, PLANS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The present R & D activities in field of nuclear tracks and their applications in Pakistan are gaining strength due to multidisciplinary training of young members of the nuclear track community in developed countries. The active continued projects at PINSTECH and PIEAS include preparation of radon map of Pakistan, examination of fragmentation processes of relativistic projectiles on different targets, cosmic rays and search for light magnetic monopoles, fabrication and further research on nanomaterials, earthquake prediction, measurements of radionuclides in drinking water and other foods, and radiation damage. Intelligent designs for the studies of antiproton induced reactions using SSNTDs are also in process.
New directions in any research field are an important question [94, 95] around the world. A bird eye view of SSNTDs research shows that more success was achieved by those who had worked on different inter-linked research areas [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] . Multiplication of existing ideas is one way of generating novel refined ideas and extension in applications of the field [102] . The question of nuclear track formation is still not completely resolved and has a number of ambiguities. The complete picture of nuclear track formation might come up by investigating nuclear track formation near detection thresholds in track recording materials along with ion implantation in semiconductors using latest techniques like atomic force microscopy, secondary electron microscopy and deep level transient spectroscopy. In semiconductors, intensity of radiation damage is very low due to limited dose and provides the chance of studying the fundamental building blocks of latent tracks. It is a proven fact that irradiation induced point defects in semiconductors trap charge carriers, electrons and holes [103, 104] . A similar role of electron trapping by defects, generated just after penetration of a particle in a solid, is expected in all materials including solid state nuclear track detectors [105] .
Containment and final disposal of high-level nuclear waste is an old problem, but still without a reasonably safe solution. Now, it needs urgent attention due to increasing volume of nuclear waste worldwide. The permanent disposal of high-level nuclear wastes [106] [107] [108] [109] is gaining a new momentum [108] due to the need for more electricity with minimal emission of CO 2 . Spectrum of radiations from nuclear wastes containers penetrates into the containment in a way similar to track forming particles. Understanding the impact of a single radiation (a particle or a photon) on containment material is very important to determine to integrated effect of radiation. Ion channelling [110, 111] is another technique having some similarity with nuclear track detection. Recently, the present author used his experience with the nuclear track detection technique [112] and RBS/channelling [113, 114] to propose a new method for monitoring the radiation damage in nuclear waste containers [11] . Nuclear track detection technique can be co-used with ion channeling and other experimental techniques, for instance X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), to increase the accuracy and precision of the measurement of the radiation damage in nuclear waste containers. Due to additional facilities becoming available at PINSTECH, PIEAS and other universities in Pakistan, it seems that a good fraction of nuclear track scientist will proceed their research in the field of nanotechnology in coming years. As Pakistan have a trained academics and scientists in the field of nuclear track detection technology but lacked exposure facilities, latest measurement technologies. So, it can keep this research up through international collaborations which are getting more popular now [115] [116] [117] . Figure 18 shows images related to nuclear track research in Pakistan, especially PINSTECH) and supportive infrastructure, superimposed on an elaborating painting, detail of which is given in the caption.
CONCLUSION
A brief and thematically structured state of the art review of nuclear track research activities in Pakistan is presented here with clear and systematic discussions with perspectives of applications and future directions. Physical pictures of processes of latent track formation, their annealing and chemical etching are presented in an inclusive manner. Essential mathematical details are also added. Nuclear tracks based results from different fields of nuclear physics, chemical physics, geophysics and environment are described in coherent style. This investigation is useful for further development of nuclear track detection technology in Pakistan and in countries with similar infrastructure around the globe.
